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Terms of Use
Thank you for your purchase! By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing
that the contents are the property of Nikki Lubing and licensed to you only
for classroom/personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright, and
reserve all rights to this product.
YOU MAY:

«

Use items (free and purchased) for your own classroom students, or
your own personal use.

«

Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional
development workshops, or other such venues PROVIDED there is both
credit given to me as the author and a link back to my TPT store is
included in your post/presentation.

«

Distribute and make copies of free items only to other teachers
PROVIDED there is credit given to Nikki Lubing and a link back to my TPT
store.

YOU MAY NOT:

«

Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove/attempt
to remove the copyright/watermarks.

«

Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale/free.

«

Post this document for sale/free elsewhere on the internet (this includes
Google Doc links on blogs).

«

Make copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly
forbidden and is a violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law.

«

Obtain this product through any of the channels listed above.

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics
while using this product.
If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way
experiencing a problem, please contact me and I will be more than happy to
help sort it out!
Thank you J Nikki Lubing
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Nuggets of Knowledge Mission

Kids should walk away from class with two things:
enthusiasm and life skills.
The resources I make coupled with your own
passion for teaching are meant to fulfill that
mission.
When I was a kid I remember walking away from
class bogged down with facts that I couldn’t relate
to my own life, nor did I leave with any skills that
prepared me for the real world.
I don’t want our students to walk away feeling that
way. That’s why I always create materials that
relate to students’ lives and that provide them with
a life-long skill.
Whenever I make materials I go back to my mission
statement and ask if my resources are going to
make kids excited about what they’re learning and
prepare them well for their future.
If you ever feel like that mission is not being
fulfilled please e-mail me directly.
nikki.lubing@gmail.com

Did you like this resource?

Leave feedback for this resource if it was useful for you
and your students because you can earn credits on
Teachers Pay Teachers.
Every dollar spent counts as a credit when you leave a
review. 20 credits equals $1.
If you have constructive feedback, I prefer that you e-mail
me directly so I can fix it and send you an updated version
of the materials. coach@nikkilubing.com
Thank you for all you do to educate our students!
Nikki

Now go enjoy a cup of coffee, you
deserve it. Happy teaching!

